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Abstract: The duplex treatment of AISI 420 steel samples by nitriding in a radiofrequency inductively
coupled plasma (RF-ICP) discharge of Ar + N2 + H2 atmosphere followed by CrAlN coating deposi-
tion was performed in this study. The influence of plasma nitriding (PN) duration (10, 20, 40, and
60 min) on the structural and functional properties of the duplex-treated samples was determined.
A non-linear dependence of AISI 420 steel nitriding kinetics was found on the square root of the
PN duration. The thicknesses of the compound layer (CL) and nitrogen diffusion zone (DZ) in the
samples and their phase composition resulted in different critical loads of coating failures under
adhesion tests. Increasing the load-bearing capacity by the PN caused coating hardening in duplex-
treated samples. The role of the PN duration on the wear characteristics of the AISI 420 steel samples
after the duplex treatment has been discussed. Corrosion tests of AISI 420 steel demonstrated the
significant enhancement (5–67 times) of its corrosion resistance in a 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution after
duplex treatment.

Keywords: CrAlN coating; duplex treatment; coating deposition; plasma nitriding; radiofrequency
inductively coupled plasma (RF-ICP)

1. Introduction

Stainless steels with a high chromium concentration (e.g., AISI 420, AISI 304, AISI 316,
etc.) are widely used as base materials for producing different components and tools in the
machinery, biomedical, chemical, and nuclear industries. This is due to their good corrosion
resistance and low cost. Coating deposition is often used to modify surface properties
(corrosion, wear and oxidation resistance, wettability, or other functional parameters) [1–3].
However, the critical issue of coating deposition is the adhesion strength of a coating to a
substrate material. Poor coating adhesion can be caused by a strong difference in mechanical
properties between the coating and substrate materials [4]. Coating adhesion can strongly
influence the corrosion behavior of coated steel, especially under different factors, such
as aggressive environment and mechanical loading. Several methods, such as substrate
heating, ion bombardment or mixing, deposition of gradient coatings, and others [5–7],
are often used to enhance coating adhesion. However, hard coatings, e.g., nitride-based
coatings such as CrN, TiAlN, CrAlN, and TiAlSiN, are not the only factors involved [8].
To reduce the difference in mechanical properties between hard coatings and substrate
material, substrate hardening by plasma nitriding (PN) is in high demand. The combination
of PN and coating deposition can be used in one technological process, known as duplex
treatment [9–14].

PN can be performed using various types of plasma source based on radiofrequency
inductively coupled plasma (RF-ICP) [15–18], direct current (DC) glow [19,20] or arc dis-
charges [21], microwave electron cyclotron (ECR) plasma [22], and others [23]. Unlike other
techniques, PN based on RF-ICP has a higher nitriding rate [17]. The RF assistance to a DC
plasma source was used to increase the nitriding kinetics of AISI H13 tool steel [18]. The
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RF-ICP sources can create a highly reactive plasma at relatively low pressure, which corre-
sponds to an operation range of the physical vapor deposition techniques used for coating
deposition [16,17]. Indeed, the RF-ICP source can even operate as an atmospheric source for
plasma immersion ion implantation performing at low nitriding temperature [24]. Another
important point of applying the RF-ICP for PN is caused by the use of RF-ICP assistance in
coating deposition, which has been suggested in some studies [25–27]. Therefore, in view
of commercial tasks, a high nitriding rate and using a RF-ICP source during both PN and
coating deposition can be beneficial in comparison with other PN techniques. However, the
surface morphology and structure of the nitrided steels can be strongly changed under the
RF-ICP nitriding as plasma species are directed to a substrate material due to biasing. The
phase composition and surface roughness of the nitride steels can be modified by varying
the amplitude of substrate biasing. Some studies have stated that an outer compound layer
(CL) composed of brittle γ’-Fe4N and ε-Fe2-3N phases on the surface of nitrided steels can
decrease wear resistance [28]. Conversely, the presence of CL can be advantageous due to it
improving the coating adhesion of duplex-treated samples, because CL will work as an in-
terlayer between a hard outer coating and ductile nitrogen-expanded steels [29]. However,
CL can be decomposed to CrN and α-Fe during coating deposition due to heating of the
substrate and/or ion bombardment [30], leading to a higher difference in hardness between
the coating and the substrate material. Therefore, mechanical pre-treatment (polishing) of
nitrided steels is often applied before coating. The samples should be polished prior to the
coating process because they should have some surface roughness parameters after the
duplex treatment according to their industrial applications. Nevertheless, the importance
of PN and coating deposition in one technological process is beneficial from an economical
point of view. As contrary results on the influence of CL are presented in the literature,
additional studies should be performed to reveal this dependence. Therefore, this article
aims to analyze the influence of PN duration on the surface state of steel and its functional
properties after CrAlN coating deposition. In this study, the CrAlN coating was deposited
as a stage of the duplex treatment of AISI 420 steel because this coating has high hardness
and wear characteristics, which are good protective properties for corrosion environments
including O- and/or H-mediums [31–33].

2. Experimental Details
2.1. Duplex Treatment

Stainless steel (AISI 420) substrates were treated using duplex technology based on
plasma nitriding in an RF-ICP discharge, along with deposition of a CrAlN coating using
magnetron sputtering. The AISI 420 steel contains C (0.15 wt.%), Cr (12.5 wt.%), Mn
(1 wt.%), Si (1 wt.%), P (0.03 wt.%), and Fe balance. The experimental scheme of the
installation is shown in Figure 1. Initially, the substrates (Ø25 mm and thickness of 4 mm)
were ground and polished using SiC sandpapers with a grit of P400→P2500. The substrates
were then cleaned in an ultrasonic bath with alcohol (98%) for 10 min and then dried with
compressed air for 2 min. Initial AISI 420 steel samples did not undergo any preliminary
treatment procedures before plasma nitriding or coating deposition. Their hardness was
equal to ~2 GPa.

The plasma nitriding of the samples was performed using an RF-ICP source (RPG-128,
Laboratory of Vacuum Technology Plus, LLC, Moscow, Russia) [34]. The RF-ICP source was
mounted on the top wall of the vacuum chamber and connected to a COMDEL CX-1250 RF
power supply (operation frequency—13.56 MHz). The following operation parameters were
used in the nitriding process: substrate temperature—470 ◦C, operating pressure—0.8 Pa,
substrate bias potential—(−80) V, and power of the RF-ICP source—1.25 kW. A gas mixture
of Ar, N2, and H2 was injected into the vacuum chamber in the ratio of 4:2:1. The duration
of the plasma nitriding process was equal to 10, 20, 40, and 60 min.
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Figure 1. Scheme of the experimental installation for the duplex treatment.

The deposition of CrAlN coating was performed using two planar magnetrons
equipped with a middle-frequency direct current power supply APEL-M-5PDC (Applied
Electronics, Tomsk, Russia). The thickness of the coating was ~1.7 µm. The following
operation parameters for the coating deposition were used: operating pressure—0.35 Pa,
Ar flow rate—13.5 sccm, N2 flow rate—13.5 sccm, deposition time—120 min, substrate bias
potential—(−50) V, discharge power densities for Cr and Al targets—18.0 and 53.5 W/cm2,
respectively. The substrates were planetary rotated during the coating deposition. The
CrAlN coating was also deposited on the AISI 420 substrate without nitriding for compari-
son of their functional properties. In this article, for a simpler distinction of the samples,
they will be hereinafter referred to as “WN” (without nitriding), “N10” (with 10 min ni-
triding), “N20” (with 20 min nitriding), “N40” (with 40 min nitriding), and “N60” (with
60 min nitriding).

2.2. Sample Characterization

The crystal structure of the samples was investigated by an X-ray diffractometer
Shimadzu XRD 7000S with Cu-Kα radiation (40 kV, 30 mA) from 10◦ to 90◦ with a scanning
step of 0.0143◦. The phase composition of the samples was analyzed using the ICCD-4+
database. Surface roughness was measured using a three-dimensional optical profilometer
Micro Measure 3D Station (STIL, Aix-en-Provence, France). Five surface scans with a
length of 3 mm were carried out to determine the arithmetic mean roughness, Ra, and the
ten-point mean roughness, Rz, in all samples. An optical microscope (Axiovert 200MAT,
Zeiss, Jena, Germany) and scanning electron microscope (SEM, Hitachi S-3400N, CSEM,
Tokyo, Japan), equipped with an energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) attachment,
were used to investigate the cross-section microstructure of the samples. The SEM study
was carried out using the equipment of the CSU NMNT TPU, supported by the RF MES
project #075-15-2021-710.

The adhesion of the CrAlN coatings was measured using a Micro-Scratch Tester MST-
S-AX-0000 (CSEM, Neuchâtel, Switzerland) with a Rockwell intender (radius of 100 µm).
The load range was equal to 0.1–30.0 N. The scratch length was 5 mm, and three scratch
lines were made for each sample. After the tests, the adhesion lines were analyzed using
an optical microscopy. The coating hardness was measured using an NHT2 nanohardness
tester (CSM Instruments, Peseux, Switzerland) with BT-59 indenter (Berkovich type). The
load on the indenter was varied in the range of 10–250 mN. The measurements of the
coating hardness were performed on the outer surface of the samples. The hardness of
the nitrided layers was studied using a KB10 hardness tester with a Vickers indenter.
The load on the indenter was 20 mN. The hardness measurements were performed on
the cross-section of the samples from the coating/substrate interface up to 70 µm. The
wear resistance of the samples was studied using a TNT-S-AX0000 tribometer (CSEM,
Switzerland). The scheme of a ball-on-disc with an Al2O3 counter-body was used. The
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track radius was equal to 2.5 mm, and the rotation rate and the indenter load were 50 mm/s
and 5 N, respectively. Sliding distances were equal to 237 and 98 m for samples after duplex
treatment and coating deposition, respectively. After the wear tests, the specific wear
coefficient of the samples was calculated by measuring the track profile using optical
profilometry. The corrosion resistance of samples was determined by a potentiodynamic
polarization method in a 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution using a potentiostat–galvanostat P-45X
equipped with a three-electrode electrochemical cell. Potentiodynamic polarization tests
were performed at room temperature (~25 ◦C), and the working area of the samples was
equal to 0.3 cm2. The reference electrode was a AgCl electrode (4.2 M KCl), while a counter
electrode was made from high-purity graphite. Before taking measurements, each sample
was kept in the solution at open circuit potential for at least 2000 s to compensate charges.
Potentiodynamic polarization tests were then carried out in a potential range from −700 to
2000 mV, with a scan rate of 0.5 mV/s.

3. Results
3.1. Crystal Structure

Figure 2 shows the XRD patterns of the samples after the duplex treatment (N10,
N20, N40, and N60) and the sample with CrAlN coating without nitriding (WN). The WN
sample has reflections at angles of 32.4◦, 37.1◦, and 63.5◦ that correspond to CrN and AlN
phases in the CrAlN coating. The main reflections of this sample are from the body-centered
cubic (bcc) α-Fe phase of the initial substrate material (AISI 420 stainless steel).

Figure 2. XRD patterns of AISI 420 samples after duplex treatment with the PN duration of 10 (N10),
20 (N20), 40 (N40), and 60 (N60) min. The WN sample is the AISI 420 substrate with CrAlN coating.

The samples after the duplex treatment also have CrN and AlN reflections related to
the deposited coating, and the phases corresponded to the steel after the PN. There are
additionally found solid solutions of austenitic Fe (γ-Fe phase) and iron nitrides, such as
γ’-Fe4N and ε-Fe2-3N phases. The increase in the PN duration from 10 to 40 min leads to a
rise in the γ’-Fe4N intensities at 41.5◦, 48.2◦, and 76.9◦. The XRD pattern of the N60 sample
is noticeably changed from other samples. The intensities of Fe2-3N phases at 38.3◦ and
69.1◦ significantly increased, while the intensity of the γ’-Fe4N phase at 41.5◦, 48.2◦, and
76.9◦ decreased after 60 min nitriding.

3.2. Cross-Section Microstructure

Figure 3 shows optical images of the cross-section microstructure of the samples after
the duplex treatment. The CrAlN coating can be clearly seen on the outer surface of the
samples. Underneath the coating, the CL, including γ’-Fe4N and ε-Fe2-3N, is found, which
is highlighted in Figure 3. The formation of the CL in the samples is confirmed by XRD data
(Figure 2), which reveals the presence of the γ’-Fe4N and ε-Fe2-3N phases. The thickness of
CL depends on the PN duration. The most pronounced CL is observed in the N40 sample.
Beneath the CL, all samples have a nitrogen diffusion zone (DZ), and its thickness increased
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from 5.1 to 25.9 µm as the PN duration changed from 10 to 40 min. The thickness of the DZ
then decreased to ~16.7 µm at 60 min PN.

Figure 3. Optical images of the cross-section microstructure of the samples after the duplex treatment:
1—CrAlN coating; 2—compound layer (CL); 3—nitrogen diffusion zone (DZ). The averaged total
thickness of the CL and DZ is added together.

Figure 4 presents the SEM image of the cross-section microstructure of the N40 sample.
The EDS measurements revealed the elemental composition of the layers in the cross-
section of the N40 sample. The CrAlN coating consisted of 25.5 at.% Al, 12.3 at.% Cr, and
53.9 at.% N. The presence of the Fe signal in the coating layer is due to a low thickness of
the coating (1.7 µm), which leads to electron beam incidence on the steel substrate. The
CL is composed of 16.8 at.% N, 9.5 at.% Cr, and 72.6 at.% Fe, which is in a good agreement
with the published literature [35]. Underneath the CL, the DZ has 10.0 at.% N, 10.7 at.%
Cr, and 78.8 at.% Fe. Moreover, some dark areas are observed in both the CL and the DZ
(point 3) that corresponds to CrN precipitates. According to EDS, a non-treated steel with a
small content of dissolved N (1.2 at.%) is observed underneath the DZ.

3.3. Surface Morphology

Figure 5 shows images of the surface morphology of the duplex-treated samples
obtained by optical profilometry.

Figure 5e corresponds to the surface morphology of the WN sample. It can be seen that
the surface of the coated steel is flat and uniform. Some continuous lines of peaks on surface
can be formed under preliminary polishing of samples prior to coating. Samples after the
duplex treatment (Figure 5a–d) had more non-uniform surface morphology, with peaks
distributed on their surface. The change of surface morphology was caused by surface
sputtering during the PN stage. As the PN duration increased from 10 to 60 min, the peaks
on the surface had an increased height and diameter. Using surface morphology images,
Ra and Rz parameters were calculated for the samples after duplex treatment. Figure 6
shows the dependence between the PN duration and the surface morphology (Ra and
Rz) parameters of the samples. As the Ra and Rz parameters were determined after the
duplex treatment of the samples, so the surface morphology was somewhat smoothed due
to CrAlN coating deposition on the nitrided steel samples.
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Figure 4. SEM image of the cross-section microstructure of the N40 sample and corresponding EDS
data (in at.%).

Figure 5. Images of surface morphology of duplex-treated samples depending on PN duration:
(a)—N10, (b)—N20, (c)—N40, (d)—N60, and (e)—WN (with CrAlN coating and without PN).
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Figure 6. The dependence of Ra and Rz parameters on the PN duration.

The WN sample had the lowest Ra (0.03 µm) and Rz (0.24 µm) as this sample was only
coated by CrAlN without PN processing. When the PN was applied during the shortest
duration (10 min), parameters Ra and Rz both noticeably increased up to 0.12 and 0.82 µm,
respectively. As the PN duration changed from 10 to 60 min, the increase in Ra and Rz of
the nitrided samples was also observed up to 0.25 and 2.02 µm, respectively.

3.4. Hardness Measurements

In order to determine the hardness of the samples after the duplex treatment, two
types of hardness measurements were performed. The coating hardness was measured
using the nanoindentation technique on the sample surface by varying indentation loads in
the range of 20–250 mN. The hardness distribution depending on the penetration depth is
shown in Figure 7. The hardness of the initial AISI 420 steel is added for comparison. It
can be seen that the penetration depth for the nitrided samples varies from 0.1 to 0.9 µm,
which is approximately 6%–53% of the coating thickness (1.7 µm).

Figure 7. The dependences of the hardness of the samples on the penetration depth.
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Taking into account the measurement errors, no visible dependence of the PN duration
on the hardness was found The hardness of the samples after the duplex treatment is the
same over the range of penetration depths. The averaged hardness is equal to ~23 GPa. The
WN sample has another hardness distribution over the penetration depth. The hardness
is significantly reduced from 23 to 5–6 GPa, which corresponds to the hardness of the
non-treated steel substrate.

The second type of hardness measurements include indentations with a constant
indenter load over the cross-sections of the samples from the coating interface to the sample
depth (Figure 8). Unfortunately, it is not possible to measure the hardness of the N10
sample due to the low thicknesses of the CL and DZ (Table 1).

Figure 8. The hardness distributions of the cross-sections of the samples over a sample depth.

Table 1. The thickness of the CL and DZ layers and wear characteristics of the samples.

Sample hCL, µm hDZ, µm W, 10−6·mm3/(m·N) hm, µm hs, µm

WN - - 1580 78.5 ± 2.3 76.8 ± 2.3
N10 1.3 ± 0.3 5.1 ± 1.0 7 3.1 ± 0.4 1.4 ± 0.4
N20 3.0 ± 0.9 19.6 ± 1.4 13 5.3 ± 0.2 3.6 ± 0.2
N40 7.9 ± 1.7 25.9 ± 1.3 4 2.3 ± 0.1 0.6 ± 0.1
N60 5.4 ± 1.1 16.7 ± 1.4 8 3.8 ± 0.3 2.1 ± 0.3

Note: hCL—thickness of the CL; hDZ—thickness of the DZ; hm—maximal depth of the wear tracks; hs—maximal
depth of the wear tracks in steel substrate.

According to Figure 8, the hardness of the samples after the duplex treatment is
significantly increased (~14 GPa) compared to the hardness of the initial (non-treated)
AISI 420 steel (~2 GPa). Such high hardness of the duplex-treated samples is attributed
to the formation of the CL at the coating/steel interface and the DZ in the depth of the
samples. The observed hardness of the nitride steel samples is in a good agreement with the
published data [16,17]. It can be clearly seen that a high hardness is observed throughout
the whole depth of the CL and DZ; the hardness then decreases to 2–4 GPa, which are
typical values for the non-treated steel.

3.5. Coating Adhesion

According to the acoustic curves obtained during the scratch testing of the samples
and the optical images of the scratch tracks, the critical loads of first crack formation, coating
chipping, and spallation were determined (Figure 9). The critical loads were averaged from
the three scratch lines of each sample.
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Figure 9. The critical loads of first crack formation, coating chipping, and spallation depending on
the PN duration.

Three types of CrAlN coating failure were observed for the WN sample at the critical
loads of 3.5, 5.7, and 9.8 N, respectively, when coating cracking, chipping, and delamination
occurred. The samples after the duplex treatment have another scratching behavior. The
N10 sample has only two types of coating failure (6.1 and 21.6 N), excluding cracking.
Coating chipping only occurred on the samples after duplex treatment for 20–60 min. No
other failures of the CrAlN coatings for these samples were observed up to 30 N. The
increase in the PN duration from 10 to 40 min results in a 2-fold rise in the critical load of
coating chipping (~11.8 N). For the N60 sample, coating chipping was observed at a lower
indenter load of ~7.6 N.

3.6. Wear Resistance

The 3D profiles of wear tracks of the samples were obtained using optical profilometry;
the specific wear coefficient (W) was then calculated using the followed formula:

W =
Vw

F · l , (1)

where Vw—volume of wear track, mm3; F—normal load, N; l—friction distance, m.
The dependence of the specific wear rate of the samples after the duplex treatment

was plotted based on the PN duration (Figure 10), and the specific wear coefficient of the
AISI 420 steel with CrAlN coating is added.

According to Figure 10, the PN can strongly improve the wear resistance of the AISI
420 steel samples, because the specific wear coefficient after the duplex treatment decreased
in the range of two orders, unlike the WN sample. The WN sample had the specific wear
coefficient of ~1.6 × 10−3 mm3/(m·N), while the duplex-treated samples were in the range
of 4 × 10−6–1.3 × 10−5 mm3/(m·N). The dependence of specific wear coefficients on the
PN duration is non-linear. To identify this behavior, the maximum depth of the wear tracks
(hm) was calculated and summarized in Table 1. Based on the optical images and EDS data
of the samples, the thicknesses of the layers were also calculated and added to Table 1.
Taking into account the thickness of the CrAlN coating (hc = 1.7 µm), the maximal depth of
the wear tracks in the steel substrate (hs) can also be determined:

hs = hm − hc. (2)
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Figure 10. The dependence of specific wear coefficients of the samples based on the PN duration.

3.7. Corrosion Resistance

Figure 11 shows the potentiodynamic curves of the initial AISI 420 steel, steel with
CrAlN coating, and steel after the duplex treatment. Parameters such as Ecorr and jcorr were
determined from the curves. The polarization resistance (Rp) was calculated based on the
slope of the Tafel anodic (βa) and cathodic (βc) curves using the Stern–Geary equation [36]:

Rp =
|βa · βc|

2.303 jcorr (βa + βc)
. (3)

Figure 11. Potentiodynamic curves of initial AISI 420 steel substrates, with CrAlN coating (WN) and
after the duplex treatment, depending on PN duration: N10 (10 min), N20 (20 min), N40 (40 min),
and N60 (60 min).
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Corrosion rate (CR) was obtained by the standard ASTM G 102-89 [37]. All corrosion
parameters are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. Corrosion parameters of samples.

Sample jcorr, 10−9 A/cm2 Ecorr, mV βa, mV βc, mV Rp, MΩ·cm2 CR, 10−4 mm/year

AISI 420 302.9 −334.5 −83 159 0.002 20
WN 15.7 −246.8 −57 60 0.32 1.2
N10 54.5 −340.4 −144 159 0.12 4.2
N20 5.1 −86.5 −113 233 0.19 0.4
N40 11.4 −65.1 −97 152 0.05 0.9
N60 4.0 −121.1 −110 133 0.70 0.3

Although AISI 420 steel demonstrates good corrosion resistance, the corrosion current
density of the initial AISI 420 steel (3.1 × 10−7 A/cm2) was higher than that of the steel
sample with CrAlN coating (1.6 × 10−8 A/cm2). Coatings with Al can usually improve the
corrosion resistance of the substrate material due to the formation of Al2O3 protective scale
in an aggressive environment [38]. Despite the change of mechanical properties of AISI
420 steel by the duplex treatment, it can also result in modifying its corrosion resistance.
The N10 sample had higher jcorr (5.5 × 10−8 A/cm2) compared to the other duplex-treated
samples ((4.0–11.4) × 10−8 A/cm2). Calculations of CR demonstrated the role of CrAlN
coating deposition and duplex treatment on the corrosion of AISI 420 steel. It was found
that the initial steel had 2.0 × 10−3 mm/year, while samples with CrAlN coating and after
the duplex treatment had lower CR in a range of 3.0 × 10−5 to 4.2 × 10−4 mm/year.

4. Discussion

The duplex treatment of AISI 420 stainless steel using the RF-ICP source for plasma
nitriding has higher nitriding rates in comparison with other nitriding methods [39–41].
A nitrided layer (CL + DZ) with a total thickness of 33.1 µm can be obtained for 40 min
at a relatively low nitriding temperature of 470 ◦C (Figure 12). However, the thickness of
the nitrided layers has a linear dependence on the square root of the PN duration only
up to 40 min. This indicates the parabolic kinetics of the nitrided layer growth caused by
a diffusion controlled process. A higher PN duration (60 min) revealed other nitriding
kinetics. Indeed, as the phase composition of the outer layer of the nitrided steel changed
during the PN stage, the nitriding rate can be noticeably decreased. According to the XRD
data and optical images of the cross-section microstructures (Figures 2 and 3), a decrease in
the total thickness of the CL and DZ is found when the intensities of the ε-Fe2-3N reflections
increased (40 → 60 min nitriding). The diffusion coefficients of nitrogen should not be
assumed as a constant value in different phases. From the literature [42], it is equal to
5 × 10−8 and 9 × 10−10–4 × 10−9 mm2/s in γ’-Fe4N and ε-Fe2-3N at 470 ◦C, respectively.
However, the PN using the RF-ICP source is also characterized by a surface sputtering as
the bias potential (−80 V) was applied to the samples. A sputtering rate of γ’-Fe4N and
ε-Fe2-3N was calculated using the following formula:

v =
K · j ·M2

NA · ρ · q
, (4)

where K—sputtering yield, j—ion current density to a substrate (A/µm2), M2—molar
weight of substrate material (g/mol), NA—Avogadro’s number (mol−1), ρ—density of
substrate material (g/µm3), qe—elemental charge (C). Only argon ions were involved in
the calculations of sputtering rates. The SRIM code [43] was used to determine sputtering
yields. It was equal to 0.332 and 0.317 for the Fe4N and F2-3N layers, respectively. Thus, the
sputtering rates of the Fe4N and F2-3N layers can be 140 and 105 µm/h, respectively. Based
on the above calculations, the change of the phase composition of the surface layer during
PN can result in a decrease in diffusion rate of 3.5, while sputtering rate can only drop by
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1.3. Under these conditions, the nitrogen diffusion rate can be slowed down as a CL layer
composed of ε-Fe2-3N was formed, and the thickness of the nitrided layer can be decreased
due to the surface sputtering.

Figure 12. Thickness of the nitrided layer of AISI 420 steel samples as a function of the PN duration.

Sputtering of the AISI 420 steel samples during the PN stage also caused the chang-
ing Ra and Rz parameters of the samples after the duplex treatment, but it can become
smoothed due to the followed deposition of the CrAlN coating by magnetron sputtering.
However, significant changes in the surface morphology parameters of the samples oc-
curred even after the short-term PN (10 min) stage and cannot be mitigated only by the
coating deposition. It is more important that the PN results in a strong hardening of the
surface region of the AISI 420 steel after the duplex treatment. Based on the hardness
distributions (Figures 7 and 8), an increase in the surface hardness of the coating region
up to 53% of the initial thickness of the coating is found, whereas the surface hardness is
sharply reduced on the non-treated AISI 420 steel sample. Such an effect can be explained
by increasing the load-bearing capacity of the nitrided steel substrates, because their hard-
ness was increased by ~7 times compared to non-treated steel. This also works for the
samples with a low thicknesses of CL (1.3 µm) and DZ (5.3 µm) after 10 min nitriding
using the RF-ICP source. It is well known that the duplex treatment can lead to increased
coating adhesion on the hardening substrate due to the enhanced load-bearing capacity of
the nitrided substrate [8,12,14]. The same dependence was found in the present study. The
increasing critical loads of coating chipping and the limitation of coating cracking under the
scratch tests are observed in Figure 9. However, the formation of the thin CL and DZ in the
nitrided steel cannot exclude a coating spallation at the experimental range of indentation
loads (up to 30 N). Thicker nitriding of the steel substrate should be performed to improve
coating adhesion. Moreover, the increased surface roughness (Ra ~0.03→0.21 µm) can also
result in better coating adhesion parameters because of a penetration of coating atoms in
the surface grooves and pores of the nitrided steel, leading to enhanced bonding of the
coating in comparison with deposition onto a polished surface [12,44]. Nevertheless, as
the CL composed of the ε-Fe2-3N phase forms on the outer surface, the coating adhesion
will be decreased. Indeed, such CL has a brittle behavior compared to the nitrided layers
consisting of the γ’-Fe4N phase or DZ, which causes chipping of the coating during scratch
testing. It is well observed when comparing the critical loads of the N40 and N60 samples
(Figure 9).

The calculations of the wear characteristics of the samples indicated the role of PN
duration in the duplex treatment of AISI 420 steel coated by CrAlN. According to Table 1,
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the non-linear dependence of the specific wear characteristic is found based on the PN
duration. Of course, the sample without the PN had the highest W, and the height of
the wear tracks was significantly higher than that of the other samples due to the low
hardness of the initial AISI 420 steel (~2 GPa). Any hardening resulted in better wear
resistance to a minimum of two-orders of magnitude; however, this can be changed by
varying the PN duration. Several factors can influence the wear characteristics of the
duplex-treated samples.

Despite low adhesion parameters, the sample after 10 min PN had the highest wear
resistance (Figure 10). As this sample had the thinnest CL layer (~1.3 µm), the surface
region was mainly composed of the DZ (~5.1 µm). Indeed, the wear test of the N10 sample
ended at the maximum depth corresponding to the interface between the CL and the DZ.
The latter is usually characterized by good wear resistance [3,29]. The duplex-treated N20
sample had a specific wear coefficient that was twice as high as that of the previous one.
The maximum height of the wear tracks in the steel substrate (~3.6 µm) was higher than
that of the CL thickness (~3.0 µm). This indicates a failure of the CrAlN coating and the
CL during the wear test leading to the enhanced wear rate. The strong increase in coating
adhesion of the sample with the highest thicknesses of the DZ and the CL, which was
mainly composed of the γ’-Fe4N phase, and better load-bearing capacity of the nitrided
substrate revealed the highest wear resistance of the N40 sample among all experimental
samples. Indeed, this sample had the lowest depth of the wear tracks in the steel substrate
(~2.3 µm), which corresponded to the contact of the counter-body ball with the CL and
some wear of this layer up to a depth of ~0.6 µm when the wear test was finished. The next
increase in W was caused by both an increase in the content of the brittle ε-Fe2-3N phase in
the CL and a decrease in the coating adhesion to the nitrided steel substrate.

The corrosion tests revealed a positive effect of surface treatment on the corrosion
resistance of AISI 420 steel substrates. A strong decrease in corrosion rate was found after
both the CrAlN coating deposition and the duplex treatment. Due to the presence of Al in
the deposited coating, newly formed Al2O3 layers can enhance corrosion resistance, acting
as a passive barrier on the sample surface [38]. However, PN processing can also influence
the corrosion resistance of AISI 420 steel substrates. It is well known that the formation of
the diffusion zone in stainless steel leads to a decrease in corrosion current density [39,45].
Therefore, better corrosion resistance should be observed for the N10 sample compared to
that of the WN sample. However, the significant increase in Ra from 0.03 to 0.12 µm due to
surface sputtering during the PN stage can deteriorate the corrosion current density. The
samples after the duplex treatment with a longer PN stage (20, 40, and 60 min) had better
corrosion resistance than the previous one. This is mainly due to the increase in thickness
of the DZ and the formation of F2-3N [39,46], which improved overall corrosion resistance.
Therefore, the corrosion rate of AISI 420 steel can be decreased 17 times by CrAlN coating
deposition and 5–67 times using the duplex treatment.

Taking into account both results of mechanical and corrosion tests, the duplex treat-
ment of AISI 420 steel by plasma nitriding in RF-ICP discharge and CrAlN coating deposi-
tion can be an effective approach to modify the surface properties of AISI 420 steel.

5. Conclusions

AISI 420 steel samples were treated by a two-step process of plasma nitriding in Ar +
N2 + H2 atmosphere using a radiofrequency inductively coupled plasma (RF-ICP) source
and the deposition of a CrAlN coating by magnetron sputtering. The duration of plasma
nitriding was varied from 10 to 60 min. The non-linear dependence of the nitriding rate of
AISI 420 steel samples on the square root of the nitriding duration was found, which was
caused by the high content of the ε-Fe2-3N phase in the outer compound layer that limited
the nitrogen diffusion rate. Higher nitriding duration resulted in a better load-bearing
capacity of the nitrided substrate for magnetron-sputtered CrAlN coating under scratch
testing. A strong increase in the critical loads of coating failures was found with increasing
ε-Fe2-3N content in the compound layer. The wear resistance of the duplex-treated AISI
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420 steel samples depended on the thickness of the compound layer and nitrogen diffusion
zone as well as the presence of the ε-Fe2-3N phase in the surface region of the nitrided steel.
Corrosion tests of AISI 420 steel samples revealed a strong increase (67 times) in corrosion
resistance in a 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution after its duplex treatment.
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